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Abstract: Cybersecurity attacks are on the rise, and the current response is not effective enough. The need for a compet-
ent workforce, able to face attackers, is increasing. At the moment, the gap between academia and real-world
skills is huge and academia cannot provide students with skills that match those of an attacker. To pass on
these skills, teachers have to train students in scenarios as close as possible to real-world ones. Capture the
Flag (CTF) competitions are a great tool to achieve this goal, since they encourage students to think as an
attacker does, thus creating more awareness on the modalities and consequences of an attack.
We describe our experience in running an educational activity on ethical hacking, which we proposed to com-
puter science and computer engineering students. We organized seminars, outside formal classes, and provided
online support on the hands-on part of the training. We delivered different types of exercises and held a final
CTF competition. These activities resulted in growing a community of students and researchers interested in
cybersecurity, and some of them have formed ZenHack, an official CTF team.
1 INTRODUCTION
Cybersecurity attacks, causing data breaches and fail-
ure of critical systems and infrastructures, are on
the rise. For instance, a recent one targeted private
data on German Chancellor Angela Merkel and other
senior German lawmakers and officials1. As a coun-
terpart to the number and complexity of attacks, there
is the need for a competent workforce to prevent or
mitigate such threats. A hacker is a computer ex-
pert, who tries to understand how systems operate and
communicate over a network, how they are designed
and how they are protected, whether they are vulner-
able, and so on. When these activities are performed
under the proper authorization, this expert is called
ethical hacker (or white hat hacker). Instead, when
an expert uses the same skill set maliciously, they are
usually called black hat hacker.
Ethical hackers possess multiple and diversified
technical skills and, according to Bratus (Bratus,
2007), standard computer science and computer en-
gineering curricula lacked several topics for building
such expertise. This shortage led to unrealistic teach-
ing environments that were far from the real world’s
actual complexity, creating false expectations in stu-
dents and causing problems when, after graduation,
1https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/04/
germany-data-breach-lawmakers-leak/
they joined professional arenas, where security was
vital to many companies. Another critical point to
teach students how to hack is the introduction of eth-
ical and legal implications of hacking others’ ma-
chines, services, or networks, and the implications of
misusing their skills (Pashel, 2006).
This alarming lack of skills is still present today,
despite we live in the digital and always connected
world, which requires an experienced and educated
workforce ready to fill the thousands of open cyberse-
curity roles across the globe2.
Outside of academia and official certification bod-
ies, the practice of ethical hacking has received much
attention in recent years. Many corporations organ-
ize training programs for their employees to teach
them how hackers think and work, to prevent fu-
ture breaches. Moreover, the last decade also saw
the growth of worldwide cybersecurity competitions,
which span over many aspects of computer science,
information technology and security education. A
good starting point to get an idea of the number and
quality of such competitions is the website CTFtime3
that continually updates a list of the past, current and
future events. Thanks to this lively online gym, re-
cent literature (see for instance (Conti et al., 2011))
suggests to include some form of competitions in se-
2See for example cybersecurityventures.com/jobs
3https://CTFtime.org
curity education programs, to engage students with
hands-on using real-world security practices.
In 2014 the European Union Agency for Network
and Information Security (ENISA) started to organize
a yearly European Cyber Security Challenge, which
is an initiative that aims at enhancing cybersecurity
talent across Europe and connecting high potentials
with industry-leading organizations 4.
Unfortunately, changing the topics taught in a uni-
versity curriculum is not always an easy task, since
curricula are often the result of much different bal-
ances and mediation among faculty members. How-
ever, triggered by the success of these online compet-
itions, in 2017 we introduced some hands-on activit-
ies, outside the formal classes, and offered non-formal
meetings on ethical hacking to expose our students to
new trends and directions.
We distinguish between formal and non-formal
learning according to the following definitions:
formal learning is official, structured, organized by
public or private organizations and ends with formal
certification (e.g., university credits); on the other
hand, non-formal learning is any structured and or-
ganized learning which does not lead to a formal level
of qualification.
This paper reports on a non-formal educational
activity, discussing student recruitment, training or-
ganization, communication management, and some
results we achieved. To assess our results we defined
the following research questions:
RQ1 “How much did this non-formal training im-
pact on the competences of our students?”
RQ2 “Did this non-formal training increased stu-
dents’ interest toward cybersecurity and ethical
hacking?”
and, at the end of the training, we administered a short
survey, to collect some preliminary feedback.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 provides the context, by briefly introducing
CTF competitions. Section 3 is the core of this work
and describes the ethical hacking activities carried on
in our department. Section 4 reports the results of
the survey and some feedback. Section 5 presents
some related work and, finally, Section 6 concludes
and sketches some ideas for future activities.
2 CAPTURE THE FLAG
Capture the Flag (CTF) is a special kind of informa-
tion security competition and different types of CTFs
4https://www.europeancybersecuritychallenge.
eu/
exist, among them: jeopardy, attack/defence, and
mixed.
Jeopardy competitions involve multiple categories
of challenges, each of which contains a vulnerabil-
ity. Participants, often grouped into teams, must ex-
ploit these vulnerabilities to find hidden flags, that is,
strings in a given format. The knowledge of a flag
proves that the corresponding challenge, to be precise
its vulnerability, has been successfully exploited. Par-
ticipants (teams) do not directly attack each other but
usually enroll into an online platform where they find
the challenges and submit their flags to gain points.
Competitions in this format allow students to think
adversariarly, i.e., to think as an attacker would, and
this form of gamification motivates them to learn by
doing.
Jeopardy CTFs have a fixed duration, which is
usually from one to a few consecutive days. Online
support is provided during the contest by using online
team collaboration tools such as Slack5 or Discord6.
A dynamic scoreboard shows the progress of the con-
test, listing the teams and their scores. At the end
of the competition the scoreboard is frozen, and the
top three teams are listed as winners on the CTFtime
website.
Each CTF competition has a given rate, depend-
ing on its reputation and quality, and each team gets
a score based on the obtained points and the com-
petition rating. This procedure permits to compute a
global rating among all teams that took part in at least
one competition. The interested reader may find the
current ratings on the CTFtime website7.
In attack/defense CTF teams run an identical ma-
chine, or a small network, injected with vulnerable
services. In this case, the goal of each team is to find
and exploit the vulnerabilities in opponent’ machines,
while fixing or mitigating flaws in their own. Com-
promising a machine enables a team to acquire hidden
flags. Note that, differently from jeopardy CTFs, in
this case, the flags change during the event because a
scoring bot service updates them regularly, and teams
lose points if their services are not up when the scor-
ing bot contacts them. That is, availability of services
takes an important role in calculating the final score.
Usually, teams have a couple of hours to un-
derstand the playing scenario before the competition
starts. Although attack/defense CTFs are more de-
manding to play, they allow participants to gain exper-
ience with both offensive and defensive related skills.
Finally, mixed competitions may have differ-




(BIBIFI) competitions (Ruef et al., 2016) ask build-
it teams to write software, which is subsequently at-
tacked by break-it teams. BIBIFI contests consist
of three phases. The first one, build-it, asks small
development teams to build software according to a
given specification that includes security goals. The
second phase, break-it, asks teams to find defects in
other teams’ submissions. Reported defects bene-
fit the break-it team’s score and penalize the build-it
team’s score. The final phase, fix-it, asks builders to
fix bugs and thereby get some points back.
In all types of competitions, there is also a follow-
up phase dedicated to the publication of write-ups.
Who solved a given challenge can write a short post,
detailing the steps they followed. Then, authors can
also ask the CTFtime website to host their write-ups.
From an educational point of view, this is ex-
tremely useful since, on the one hand, it allows parti-
cipants to arrange and summarize the steps towards
their solutions and, on the other hand, it allows to
compare different techniques, chosen by different
people, to face the same problem. Write-ups are even
more useful for those who did not succeed in solving
some exercise since they can, a-posteriori, find hints
valuable for future competitions.
3 THE ZENHACKADEMY
The dialect name of Genoa is Zena; since we organize
activities on ethical hacking, we (see 3.1) coined the
name ZenHackAdemy for such training, by combin-
ing the words Zena, Hacking, and Academy.
3.1 Who and why
We are a group of researchers working in cybersecur-
ity, who discovered CTFtime through word of mouth.
After attending some online jeopardy competitions,
we immediately realized the educational potential of
this type of activity. At the same time, we also real-
ized that during our studies we were never exposed to
lectures or practical activities that would have enabled
us to solve the proposed challenges. So, we thought
to offer undergraduate students some hands-on activ-
ities to fill this gap. Hence, we rolled up our sleeves,
deepened our knowledge in the practical aspects and
tools, and started participating in online competitions.
As already said in Section 1, modifying the con-
tent of official curricula is a difficult and time consum-
ing process so, in October 2017, we decided to assess
the real interest in these topics by starting some non-
formal training, outside official lectures, to get some
feedback from motivated students, interested in ac-
quiring some practical skills that formal training did
not offer. The first step was the advertising and or-
ganization of a two hours presentation, during which
we launched a call for participation to the unofficial
events on Ethical Hacking @ DIBRIS.
3.2 Autumn 2017, first pilot
The attendance to the first presentation was notice-
able, confirming our suspicions that there was indeed
much interest in these kinds of activities and therefore
we defined a calendar of weekly meetings. We sched-
uled Friday afternoon as meeting day to maximize the
participation, since it was the only slot without official
courses.
During each meeting we covered a different topic,
ranging from web security to binary analysis, from
network analysis to cryptography. After some theory,
each seminar was accompanied by exercises proposed
to students during the class as well as homework.
Despite the unfavorable placement in the week,
participation was somewhat encouraging, with around
50 participants during the first meetings, a number
that decreased over time, as expected, when the com-
plexity of the covered topics increased.
At the end of the training we organized an on-site
Jeopardy CTF event. Thanks to a grant offered by
Boeing Company, we could also offer two prizes for
the best-performing students.
The platform chosen for hosting the local CTF is
CTFd8, an open source software designed to support
CTF organizers. Such a platform handles publication
of exercises, participant enrolments, and flag submis-
sions. Moreover, CTFd allows organizers to define
two types of scoring: static, that is, the score of each
challenge is defined a-priori before the competition
starts, and dynamic, where each challenge has an ini-
tial score, which decreases during the competition ac-
cording to the number of submitted solutions. Hints
can be associated with challenges, this is especially
useful for the hard ones, and participants can decide
whether to read them or not; reading a hint has a cost,
e.g, some points are deducted.
32 students attended the first on-site CTF that las-
ted for 5 hours and exposed them to exercises on dif-
ferent categories. The winner was a 2nd-year bach-
elor student in Computer Engineering with no prior
experience in computer security; the second classi-
fied was 1st-year master student in Computer Science,
who just attended his first course on security during
the same semester. Even though numbers may not
seem striking, a small seed was planted, introducing
8https://ctfd.io/
awareness of this kind of non-formal learning among
students interested in the topic. Moreover, as a major
result, some strongly motivated students joined us in
the ZenHack team and we still meet, train and take
part into many online events advertised on CTFtime.
3.3 Autumn 2018, second edition
At the beginning of the academic year 2018/19 we
re-proposed the activity described in previous sec-
tion, this time with greater confidence and compet-
ence with respect to the first pilot.
Students enrollment. In October 2018, once again,
interested students were invited to a plenary session
during which the winners of the first CTF, and new
members of the ZenHack team, introduced them-
selves, presented some exercises they solved, and
some lessons they learned by finding the exploits.
Then, we launched a new call for participation
for a 10-week non-formal training, reaching a larger
number of students w.r.t. the first pilot. To be precise,
in this academic year students attending the Com-
puter Security course have been invited to join lec-
tures since the course holder recognized the import-
ance of such hands-on activities and decided to add
this non-formal training as part of the official course.
On average, in this second edition, 80 participants
showed up during the weekly meetings, mixing stu-
dents of the Computer Security course with students
interested in the subject and involved on a voluntary
basis; we use elective students to identify this lat-
ter group. As a result, teaching activities were both
formal and non-formal, depending on the group each
student belongs to, and this choice made things more
difficult as we detail in Section 4.
Lectures organization. Activities started on Octo-
ber 2018, according to the schedule shown in Table 1.
In this second edition, all exercises were published
Table 1: Calendar of the activities, Autumn 2018.
12/10 Ethical hacking and Linux basics
19/10 Network protocols and Wireshark
26/10 Web security (client)
09/11 Basics on machine learning
16/11 Basics on cryptography
23/11 Exercises
30/11 Web security (server)
07/12 Binary analysis
14/12 Binary analysis (cnt.)
20/12 Final on-site CTF
on a CTFd instance dedicated to the training so that
students could practice with the platform from the be-
ginning of the learning path.
After a general, but fundamental, introduction on
the importance of ethics and legislation, when prac-
ticing ethical hacking, we presented the basic Linux
commands since this is the operating system gener-
ally used to solve this type of challenges. Exercises
labelled as Misc closed the teaching of the first day.
Misc stands for miscellaneous and exercises in this
category are always present in Jeopardy CTF compet-
itions: they are introduced to test participants generic
skills, which can be classified as lateral thinking.
The subject of the second meeting was network
security and forensics. In the first part we reviewed
some basics of networking, focusing on the TCP/IP
stack, addressing, and protocols. In particular, these
topics were the fundamentals to learn how to use
Wireshark9, a mainstream network protocol analyzer.
The aim was learning how to understand traffic flows,
filter interesting packets, decode and read payloads,
and extract artifacts. Hence, in the second part, we
provided students with some network traffic captures
to be analyzed.
We scheduled two meetings on web security due
to the importance of the topic. The first meeting fo-
cused on client-side web security, to expose students
to vulnerabilities like Cross-Site Scripting (XSS),
Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) and Cross-Site
Script Include (XSSi). This seminar showed the im-
portance of client-side security, which is often neg-
lected in favor of server-side security. For each of the
vulnerabilities above, students performed attacks on
the Google Gruyere10 platform. The second meeting
was on server-side security, focusing on vulnerabilit-
ies such as SQL Injection (SQLi) and Directory Tra-
versal. SQLi was inspected in depth by starting from
a simple login bypass, then diving into Union-based
SQLi, Error-based SQLi and Blind SQLi. Students
could find and exploit these vulnerabilities on a cus-
tom built website, thus simulating a real penetration
testing session.
In this edition we decided to cover also some ba-
sics of machine learning, particularly an introduc-
tion to adversarial machine learning (Huang et al.,
2011). We introduced a practical threat against ma-
chine learning algorithms by showing one of the most
famous attacks taken from the state-of-the-art (Good-
fellow et al., 2014). We provided the students with
challenges that covered the key concepts of the pro-
posed attack, as our goal was to teach them how to
fool a simple classifier and, as a consequence, to ma-
nipulate the mathematical objects that characterize
9https://www.wireshark.org/
10https://google-gruyere.appspot.com/
every machine learning algorithm.
Math background is fundamental to solve real
challenges, and therefore one of the meetings was on
cryptography and introduced some topics the students
of Computer Security already met during the course,
while electives did not.
Reverse engineering binary code is the backbone
of vulnerability and malware analysis in all con-
texts where source code is not available; for instance,
when studying and/or securing untrusted or propriet-
ary code. So, we devoted the last two meetings to
a brief introduction to binary reversing of Linux ex-
ecutables. The first meeting covered executable “life-
cycle”, that is, how binaries are linked and loaded;
we briefly discussed the ELF file format and the tools
to statically analyze it. Then, we covered the disas-
sembly process and why it can be trickier than one
might initially think (e.g., overlapping instructions
and opaque predicates). In the second meeting we
covered the cornerstone of reverse engineering binar-
ies, by using the static analysis tools discussed before,
and by leveraging some tools for dynamic analysis,
ranging from tracing tools, like strace and ltrace, to
full-fledged debuggers like gdb and radare2. In par-
ticular, we solved some introductory “crackmes”, the
IOLI crackmes11, and a couple of simple CTF chal-
lenges, chosen from the ones offered by previous
CTFs we participated to.
Finally, in week 10 we organized the on-site CTF
that will be described later.
All meetings were streamed using YouTube and
afterward published for the students who could not at-
tend. We weekly published, on our instance of CTFd,
some hands-on exercises; 126 students registered to
the platform, and 90 (e.g., around 70%) were effect-
ively active and tried to submit some flags.
Notice that all topics covered during the meetings
are mainstream in ethical hacking, and they cover
some of the real attacks that industries and govern-
ments have to deal with. The same topics fit well
into categories that are found in online challenges.
If the instructors do not have their own set of exer-
cises to propose to students, they can take advantage
(and in some cases we did as well) of many open re-
sources available on platforms for this specific type
of education; the so-called war games, such as Over-
TheWire12, W3Challs13, and Hack This Site14. We
used them for some challenges and suggested their






Communication management. We set up a Tele-
gram channel to communicate with this heterogen-
eous group and we used it to announce the meetings
on a weekly basis, and to share slides and other ma-
terial. We also advertised the participation to online
CTFs for those students willing to get a grasp of the
worldwide competitions community.
On-site CTF. On December 20th 2018, we organ-
ized a 4 hours on-site CTF, again supported by a grant
offered by Boeing Company. This year we decided to
have four prizes of a smaller entity, to reward a larger
number of students. Out of the 90 students active on
the training platform, 71 (79%) took part to the local
CTF, 22 enrolled in the Computer Security course,
the other 49 as elective students. We prepared 21 ex-
ercises, in all categories introduced during the train-
ing. In order to meet the dual role of this year’s CTF,
e.g., a competition among students for a grant and the
hands-on part for the Computer Security exam, chal-
lenges were of two different types. Seven of them,
labeled with a “*” (star), were specific for the exam.
Their score was static and low (only 10 points each).
All remaining, more difficult, exercises used dynamic
score, which is the current trend of online competi-
tions; their score started from 500 points, and it was
decremented with each new submitted solution.
Figure 1: Final scoreboard.
Figure 1 shows the final scoreboard, with the top
10 participants and their progress during the CTF. Be-
low the curves, a list participant names and their re-
spective scores are also available but omitted from the
image. Interestingly, 3 out of top 4 winners belong
to the group of elective students, who followed the
training path because they were genuinely interested.
Similarly, when considering the top 10 participants,
9 out of 10 are elective. Computer Security students,
for whom the training was not optional, did not per-
form as well as elective students, that chose to attend
because of their passion. This result might seem ob-
vious; what surprised us was the apparent lack of pas-
sion among Computer Security students.
4 RESULTS
To answer the two questions RQ1 and RQ2 of the In-
troduction, we administered a short anonymous sur-
vey consisting of multiple choice questions, 5-point
scale questions, and a final open-ended question for
any feedback (see the Appendix for the complete sur-
vey).
The survey was announced to students via Tele-
gram after the CTF, along with a request to fill it out,
and with a message clearly stating we were collecting
information related to the ZenHackAdemy activities
only, to avoid confusion with the Computer Security
course15. We received 36 responses, that correspond
to the 40% of our sample, considering the 90 active
students on the training platform.
The first question of the survey, Q1, asks students
why they attended ZenHackAdemy activities and pro-
poses two different answers: 1) mandatory, for Com-
puter Security students, and 2) interested in the topic,
for all the students. Respondents could select both an-
swers, and 13 (36%) of them declared to be Computer
Security students, but 31 out of 36 (86%) selected the
second option, and therefore the majority of the stu-
dents, for which the training was mandatory, would
have probably followed it also as elective students.
This result is contrasting with the scoreboard of the
on-site CTF.
Concerning background of respondents, 20 (55%)
did not have any prior experience in the field. 31 out
of the 36 (86%) respondents participated in the on-
site CTF, and 16 (44%) declare they will participate
to other CTFs in the future, 9 (25%) would like, but
they have no time, only 2 declare they will not.
To answer RQ1 we formulated the two questions
Q3 and Q4 written in the Appendix. Figure 2 shows
on the top how participants self-evaluated themselves
on different topics, based on their prior knowledge,
and, on the bottom, their self-evaluation on the same
topics after the training. By comparing the two pic-
tures, it is clear that there is an overall improvement
concerning the skills of the participants. In particular,
we observe that there is a shift towards an average or
good level of self-evaluation (the intensity of blue be-
comes darker), and less participants declare to know
nothing (none) on the topics proposed in the list.
From the results, we also noticed that few students
self-evaluated themselves worse after the training. We
15At the end of each semester, all students are asked to
fill in surveys on the official courses they attended.
think they understood they might have overrated their
skills; hence, the meetings provided a sort of “reality
check” for them.
Figure 2: Students self-evaluations before the training (top)
and after the training (bottom). Topics: Linux, Cod-
ing/scripting, Network protocols, Web security, Binary ana-
lysis, Cryptography, Adversarial machine learning.
To answer RQ2 we proposed question Q9 (see the
Appendix) and Figure 3 shows the answers, highlight-
ing an overall positive impression on the topics, with
a particular focus on ethical hacking, as it is the only
topic without any negative vote. As regards the other
topics, we think that the negative scores given to the
challenges are due to the fact that these tasks may
be frustrating for beginners, as the learning curve is
steep. Moreover, we got complaints about the dif-
ficulties encountered with mixed audience meetings,
that is meetings for both elective and Computer Se-
curity students; this negatively impacted on the sur-
vey’s answers.
To summarize, for RQ1 we can indeed claim that
the non-formal meetings of the ZenHackAdemy al-
lowed students to improve their skills: some learned
new concepts, others improved their prior understand-
ing. For RQ2, we can observe that participants’ opin-
ions regarding cybersecurity-related topics are rather
positive, even though many of the respondents did not
have any prior knowledge or experience in the field.
Figure 3: Students’ opinions on Computer Security, Ethical
Hacking, CTF, ZenHackAdemy meetings.
Preliminary feedback. In the last open-ended
question of the survey some respondents left posit-
ive comments, others wrote suggestions for the next
edition. We list here some comments that highlight
critical issues we need to address.
One of the respondents suggests to “Increase in-
dividual assistance, if possible.” Unfortunately, in-
structors work on a voluntary basis, and it is difficult,
if not impossible, to provide individual training to less
skilled students, especially when the size of the class
increases, like it happened in the second edition.
Another respondent observes that “Exercises of
the final CTF were too difficult.” This is only partially
true since there were exercises of different difficulty
levels. Being a competition for a scholarship, we also
introduced difficult exercises; it was part of the game.
A third comment suggests to “Improve the collab-
oration with the professor responsible for the Com-
puter Security course since students enrolled in the
course were too worried about the exam to appre-
ciate the competition.” As a matter of fact, mixing
two groups of students of different ages, with differ-
ent skills and, mostly, with different motivations, rep-
resented a real problem and we need to address it in
the future.
5 RELATED WORK
The USENIX Workshops on Advances in Security
Education constitutes an important venue to share
educational experiences in the field of cybersecur-
ity. Indeed, the workshops’ papers introduce several
case-studies on educational activities similar to ours.
In many cases, gamification methodologies and tech-
niques were selected to present cybersecurity scen-
arios, asking students to find possible solutions.
For instance, (Morelock and Peterson, 2018) re-
ports on a 10-week experience during which students
played an Alternate Reality Game, presented with a
realistic narrative: “The daughter of a student ex-
pelled 20 years ago is back to her father’s campus
to avenge him, and her initial point of attack is the
website of a security course. . . ”. A goal of the exper-
ience was to understand key concepts of cybersecur-
ity threats and to improve students’ skills and abilities
to prevent cyber attacks. Results show that after the
course students positively changed their perception of
the cybersecurity profession, in terms of understand-
ing the tasks and problems that need to be solved.
(Chothia and de Ruiter, 2016) discusses an 11-
week course addressing IoT security. Like in our case,
each week presents a single topic, such as network
protocols, web security, reverse engineering. During
the course, students discovered a large number of vul-
nerabilities hidden inside the devices under analysis,
and they learned how to carry on penetration test-
ing activities on a set of unknown devices and pro-
grams. Another paper (Chothia et al., 2017), of the
same research group, proposes an experiment based
on gamification. During an 11-week cybersecurity
course, students played the role of new hired IT se-
curity employees in charge of different tasks, presen-
ted as CTF-like exercises. Each exercise offers the
chance of choosing different options for advancing
into the plot of the game. Depending on what the
students decide, the plot evolves and changes accord-
ingly. Authors state that those students who actively
followed the narration offered by the game scored bet-
ter, as opposed to those who ignored the suggestions.
The goal of (Vykopal and Barták, 2016) is to un-
derstand the impact of the hints and the solutions
given to the students who approach cybersecurity
challenges. Actions performed by the students on
the training platform were logged, producing data that
were later analysed. Results show that there was no
evident correlation between the success rate of a chal-
lenge and the hints provided.
Flushman et al. (Flushman et al., 2015) set up a
10-week course, split into different modules. Each
module covers a different cybersecurity topic. Stu-
dents are organized in groups of four, mimicking a
regular CTF team, and they play an Alternate Reality
Game. Each exercise is provided with a fictional situ-
ation, blurring the boundary between the challenge
and the inspired real-life scenario. At the end of each
challenge, students are asked to reflect on their indi-
vidual experience: these data have been used by the
organizers to monitor the behavior of the participants
and to discover problems into the hosting platform.
Like in our experience, results show how gamifica-
tion improved students’ performances and awareness
of computer security.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Cybersecurity professionals work in different con-
texts such as networks, operating systems, IoT, data-
bases, and they must have a deep knowledge of a vari-
ety of tools and programming languages to manage
such complex, heterogeneous set of environments.
Hands-on training is a must for such a profession, but
traditional university courses often lack these prac-
tical activities. In those scenarios, other types of
activities, such as cybersecurity competitions, can be
proposed to motivated students, as we did with the
ZenHackAdemy.
After two years of experience, we can claim
that, despite being perceived as a difficult subject,
practical training attracts strongly motivated students.
Moreover, we can state that these activities raised the
awareness of students towards different aspects of the
broad world of Computer Security.
The answers to question Q11 “In our Master de-
gree we are planning a new cybersecurity curriculum:
after this experience, would you enroll?” were: Yes,
10 (28%); No 1 (3%)1; I do not know, 10 (28%); I
cannot, 15 (41%). By looking at these answers, and
thanks to the general success of the activities we pro-
posed, we will finally open a new curriculum, starting
from the next academic year, with new official courses
in this field. Premises are encouraging.
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APPENDIX
Q1: Why did you join ZenHackAdemy activities?  It was mandatory for Computer Security
 I was interested in the subject
Q2: Before this experience, did you attend other activities
related to cybersecurity?
 No previous experience
 Curricular courses/seminars at my university
 Courses/seminars outside my university
 Informal meetings with ZenHack
 CTF competitions
 Other
Q3: How do you evaluate your competences on the follow-
ing topics before starting the ZenHackAdemy activit-
ies? (a) Linux, (b) Coding/scripting, (c) Network pro-
tocols, (d) Web security, (e) Binary analysis, (f) Cryp-






Q4: How do you evaluate your competences on the follow-
ing topics after attending the ZenHackAdemy activit-
ies?
See Q3
Q5: Which activities do you consider more useful to learn
cybersecurity and ethical hacking?
 ZenHackAdemy meetings
 Videos of ZenHackAdemy meetings
 Training on ZenHackAdemy platform
 Other videos on cybersecurity
 Training on other websites (i.e., W3Challs)
 Posts / write-ups with solutions
 Individual participation to CTFs
Q6: Did you attend the CTF on Dec. 20? © Yes© No
Q7: If Yes, how do you evaluate the following aspects of







Q8: Will you participate in other CTFs in the future? © Yes
© I would like, but I do not have time
© I do not know
© I would like, but I do not have enough skills
© No
Q9: How did ZenHackAdemy activities influence your
opinion on: (a) Computer Security, (b) Ethical Hack-






Q10: Which ZenHackAdemy activites might be interesting
for you in the future?
 None
 Competitive programming
 Periodic meetings to solve challenges
 Online CTFs with ZenHack team
Q11: In our Master’s degree course, we are planning a new




© I do not know
© I cannot (I will stop after the bachelor’s / I am
already enrolled in a Master’s degree course)
Q12: If you want, you can leave a comment
